Every room except the kitchen is just a glass door away from an inviting patio or planted terrace. It's one of the outstanding homes from the Concrete Industries Horizon Homes Program. Designed entirely in concrete, it gives dramatic expression to the architect's ideas for casual, contemporary living.

Masonry walls are smartly styled. Lacy screens of grille block add sophisticated accents, inside and out. From patterned paving in all outdoor areas to the gleaming terrazzo of the family room floor, concrete is the key to care-free livability.

Choose any neighborhood—any architectural style. Concrete fits beautifully. Offering almost unlimited possibilities in colors, shapes and textures, concrete can bring you a home of striking beauty and charm.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION  A national organization to improve and extend the uses of concrete
The finely detailed project is by Emilie O. Oglesby, Jr., Dallas Architect.
The American Institute of Architects has advanced C. Herbert Cowell of Houston to the rank of Fellow in recognition of his achievement in Design and for Service to the Profession.

The achievements of the firm of Cowell and Neuhaus in architectural design are indicated by the honors which their buildings have received. The desire for good taste has produced contemporary architecture which has wide appeal. Mr. Cowell's firm has received four Medals of Honor from the AIA Houston Chapter; two awards from the Texas Society of Architects, and the American Institute of Steel Construction's 1962 Architectural Award of Excellence.

Mr. Cowell has held the offices of Treasurer, Vice-President and President of the Houston Chapter of AIA, was elected by the Houston Chapter to the Board of Directors of the Texas Society of Architects and is currently serving as Vice-President of TSA. He is a member of the Texas Board of Architectural Examiners, having received the appointment to a six-year term in 1962 by Governor Price Daniel.
PASEO del RIO
THE SAN ANTONIO RIVER
JULY 1964
Since Franciscan Father Antonio De SanBuenaventura Olivares on May 1, 1718, established the Mission San Antonio de Valero, (now known as the Alamo), the City of San Antonio has grown and developed beside its clear, spring-fed, twisting river.

Through the years the potential of this most unique physical feature meant little to most San Antonians. Various proposals and suggestions would have filled the riverbed and turned the right-of-way into parking lots or delivery routes for service vehicles.

In 1938, the full aesthetic potential of the river in the town plan was recognized. A group of citizens led a movement which resulted in the work of Architect-Landscape Architect Robert H. H. Hugman, as part of a WPA effort, developing the downtown meanderings of the river. Hugman's work, with engineer Edwin P. Arneson, resulted in most of the improvements which can be seen today. Careful attention was given to the detailing of walks, steps, bridges, landing and other structures resulting in a variety of paving patterns and shapes. Designs drew heavily from existing historical structures, such as the Governor's Palace on Military Plaza, the Alamo, and the early Texas buildings and houses throughout the town.
Currently in San Antonio, under the leadership of the Chamber of Commerce, a second major step in the development of the river and its walks is underway.

The San Antonio Chapter of the American Institute of Architects was asked to prepare a Master Plan for the development of the downtown river bend. The chapter appointed a committee* to do the work, and with Architect Cy Wagner as Chairman, committee members began a comprehensive general plan. They prepared basemaps of existing facilities along the river walk, and carefully catalogued the condition of existing structures which “backed up” to the river. A photographic record was made of the river facade of every building and a general feasibility study was made of the potential use of every building.

The Master Plan resulted in a land use plan, a planning districts recommendation and a capital improvements program, and was presented in the form of drawings, text, and a large model. The plan established the following objectives:

- Maintain and enhance the beauty of the river.
- Make optimum use of the river.
- Rejuvenate the heart of the central business district.
- Provide variety of character in the river walk complex.
- Provide San Antonio city visitors with some magnetic forces to retain them. (Promotion of tourism).
- Provide new attractions for city residents.
- Advocate the continual study of this project as well as the total river development.

The committee architects found themselves immersed in the larger problems of the Central Business District, such as traffic, parking, and forecast of future development. A general concept began to emerge which would provide an open-space link for the three important open-spaces already existing in the Central Business District. The plan would implement this concept by joining, at a pedestrian level, Alamo Plaza, the development known as La Villita, and Main Plaza, which is closely linked to Military Plaza containing the City Hall and the Spanish Governor’s Palace.
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The Plan proposes that all existing structures along the river walk be developed to their full potential and that occupancy along the river walk be zoned according to noise or activity level. A progression of activities was established commensurate with the existing development of walks, structures, and landscaping, proceeding from loud to moderate to quiet zones in a relationship which generates linking of like interests and a change of pace. The plan contains construction feasibility studies for each block and sketches of architectural suggestibility to stimulate the interest of owners of buildings as well as possible tenants.

*Committee Members for the San Antonio AIA were: Cy Wagner, Chairman, Brooks Martin, Boone Powell, O'Neil Ford, Arthur Mathis, Tom Pressly, Ed Mok, Ignacio Torres, and Allison Peery.
Since the plan has been presented, business activity along the river walk has begun to stir. “The Landing,” offering Dixieland Jazz and beer, caters to patrons who come by boat or on foot. “The Three Wives” antique shop has become established in another block and shoppers may browse in its quiet patio. “Casa Rio” and “Lung Jeu” restaurants continue to expand their trade in Mexican and Chinese food, as more and more persons are attracted to the area in increasing numbers. An elegant rehabilitation of the old Schultze hardware store on Commerce Street gives “La Sirena” its handsome patio entrance. The City of San Antonio and the City Water Board have each built landscaped plazas and entrances to the river walk on their properties. Several projects are on architect’s drawing boards, remodeling river walk buildings commensurate with the Master Plan, which will create new restaurants, shops, and recreation facilities.

The voters of the City of San Antonio, in January 1964, solidly approved a 30 million dollar municipal improvement bond issue, $\frac{1}{2}$ million of which is earmarked for municipal improvements to the downtown San Antonio riverbend. An owners and merchants association known as the Paseo Del Rio Association has been formed, and, together with the boost from bond issue funds, is step by step tackling the job of implementing the plan.

When complete, the plan will have set the guide lines for the full realization of the long ignored potential of the sleepy river, providing excitement, gaiety and permanent life in the heart of the town plan.
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HONORED FOR DISTINGUISHED DESIGN

16 UNIT APARTMENT BUILDING
3525 CONGRESS AVENUE, DALLAS, TEXAS

ARCHITECT
ENSILIE O. OGLESBY, JR.
DALLAS,
TEXAS
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PROBLEM:
To design a sixteen unit apartment building, on a small undeveloped piece of property in the center of a two-block area, near a central business district. This is to be the first building of a redevelopment program which will include a series of high-rise garden apartment buildings. Economically feasible land use as well as the desire for a feeling of permanence and stability are basic considerations. Present zoning provides for two and one-half story construction only, with setbacks limitations and an on-site parking requirement of one and one-half cars per apartment unit.

SOLUTION:
A series of parallel masonry walls enclose and separate the apartment units. The units penetrate the building in order to give all apartments a view of the skyline and natural beauty of the site to the South while offering a convenient entrance from the parking area. Hollow masonry units, sand filled, form the total wall and in combination with flat slab floors provide an unusually high degree of sound separation. Gypsum board panels applied to the interior provide temperature insulation.
ENTRANCE INTO JERUSALEM,
Bronze, 1953
Col. of Des Moines Fine Arts Center

PIETA, Detail, Bronze, 1945
Col. of Museum of Fine Arts
Houston
"An artist must earn through discipline of self the right to express an idea." This statement of belief, according to Charles Umlauf, is the personal stand each artist must take when creating a work of art. Although he most frequently finds realism his most potent means of self-expression, he derives much personal satisfaction from creating abstract forms. In either case the drawings and sketches often used to develop ideas for sculpture could readily stand as a measure of his artistic abilities. They are by themselves elegant.

Many of Umlauf's expressive and moving creations reflect the profound effect the Great Depression and World War II had on his sympathies. The new forms he has employed to express the old meanings of Christianity add a significant dimension to the accumulated traditions of Christian imagery.

Few materials have not yielded to the forceful and sympathetic creativity of sculptor Umlauf. His many works in bronze stem from his preference for what he considers a more personal method of creation—the building up of forms with plastic materials from the "inside out." This preference, however, has not led to neglect of carving. His works in wood, marble and other such materials reflect similar capability.

A native of South Haven, Michigan, Umlauf's first artistic inspiration came while a young boy, from watching and mimicking a sand artist on the shores of Lake Michigan. At age 10 he attended Saturday class on a scholarship at the Art Institute of Chicago, where he later studied on scholarship for several years. In 1932 and 1933 he studied as a paid assistant at the Chicago School for Sculpture. Umlauf is presently a Professor of Art at the University of Texas, where he started as an Instructor of Sculpture in 1941.

Since 1937 Umlauf has received numerous awards. He has been honored by twenty-one-man shows, four of them in New York City, and by invitations to exhibit in both national and international exhibitions of art. In 1958 his sculpture was invited to the "XX Ceramic International" at Syracuse; the Providence (R. I.) "Sculture Exhibition"; the Dallas Museum of Fine Arts "Religious Art of the Western World"; the Dallas Museum of Contemporary Art "From Rodin to Lipchitz"; the American Federation of Art "God and Man in Art."

The works of Charles Umlauf belong to many private collectors and are part of the permanent collections of a number of museums throughout the United States as well as the many in Texas. Some recent commissions are: "Risen Christ" and two reliefs, Entrance of Saint Martin's Evangelical Lutheran Church, Austin, 1960; "Annunciation" relief for Chapel Entrance, Our Lady of the Lake Convent, San Antonio, 1960; "Family" for entrance of B.E.B. Building, University of Texas, Austin, 1962; "Torchbearers" for entrance of Academic Center, University of Texas, Austin, 1963; and "Three Muses," Roof Garden of Academic Center, University of Texas, Austin, 1963. Early in 1964 his most recent installation, "Icarus," was placed in the lobby of the Phillips Petroleum Building in Bartlesville, Oklahoma. This 12'-6" bronze is considered by the artist to be one of his best.

Although as a result of important awards, commissions and purchases his reputation has spread throughout the nation, Umlauf was "discovered" in Texas.
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WATERPROOFING!!
Want permanently dry walls and floors?
Encase subgrade structure in

GULF-SEAL
RHINO-HIDE

... Instant-bonding 5 course performer membrane
PLUS protection board.

GULF STATES
ASPHALT CO., INC.
The Main Bldg., 1212 Main St.
Houston, Texas 77002 — CA 4-2507
Factories: South Houston ★ Beaumont ★ Denver ★ New Orleans

YOU CAN'T TASTE IT...

BUT
IT'S THERE

5500 TONS
of Mosher structural steel will be in the
Anheuser-Busch new Houston brewery at its
completion.

No, you can't taste it, but it's there . . . Mosher's 79
years of experience—Facing Tomorrow's Challenges with
Yesterday's Experience.

MOSHER
STEEL COMPANY
fabricators of steel since 1885
Monarch's design - a long ceramic wall tile which answers the need for a fast, efficient installation...

Sized for speed, priced for economy.

Contact your nearest Monarch distributor – and enter another dimension.

**CERAMIC TILE WALLS:**
Walls and Floors: All glazed tile walls shall be (4¼ x 4¼) (6½ x 4¼) (5 x 4¼) (8 x 8) standard grade in colors selected by the Architect from the standard palette.

---

Monarch
TILE MANUFACTURING, INC.
SAN ANGELO, TEXAS
FOR PROTECTION AGAINST CRACKED WALLS

BUILD WITH STRUCTURAL CLAY TILE BY ACME BRICK COMPANY

It is not unusual to see relatively new buildings with cracked or discolored interior walls — or to find evidence of much repair. This is, of course, a deplorable waste, especially when the building represents much investment, as in a church, school, or hospital.

Buildings suffering such damage usually were built with non-clay wall materials which make early and frequent repairs almost unavoidable. They can, however, be avoided by building with Acme Structural Clay Tile. With Acme Clay Tile, all the strength and durability of genuine new burned clay are at work to form a wall that after many years should be structurally as good as new.

Acme Clay Tile walls, under normal conditions, do not require shrinkage control through the use of expansion joints and joint reinforcing. Superior bonding qualities assure a wall impervious to moisture, wind, and dust, so interior finishes are protected against damage. Excellent insulating qualities of Acme Clay Tile also provide lower air-conditioning and heating costs.

If you are involved in planning for a new building, ask your Acme Brick representative to explain the many valuable features of Acme Structural Clay Tile. Acme Clay Tile, load-bearing and non-load-bearing, is readily available in a complete line of shapes and sizes.